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Abstract: Numerical studies intended to predict solid rocket motors anomalies are the major contrib-
utors when developing strategies to both limit expensive fire tests and to investigate and understand
the physical phenomena from which anomalies can arise. This paper aims to present a mathematical–
physical method to evaluate the pressure peak, namely Friedman Curl, occurring at the tail-off phase
of small-scale rocket motors. Such phenomenon is linked to the grain solid particles arrangement (i.e.,
packing effect); indeed, those particles show a tendency to accumulate at a certain distance from the
metallic case, implying a local burn rate increment and a combustion chamber pressure rise close to
the tail-off phase. Comparisons between experimental and simulated combustion chamber pressure
profiles are outlined to prove the effectiveness of the mathematical–physical approach. Simulations
were carried out with an internal ballistic simulation tool developed by the authors of this work.

Keywords: pressure anomaly; Friedman Curl effect; pressure peak; solid rocket motors; propellant
packing

1. Introduction

In the current time frame, solid rocket motors have an active role in boosting phases,
initial stages or embarked systems. The most important factors to be considered in the
design of solid rocket motors are cost-effectiveness, the reliability of such technology,
the capability of a high thrust-to-weight ratio and the high propellant density. More in
detail, concerning the above-mentioned cost-effectiveness, the modern solid rocket design
approach is mainly based on the use of numerical tools in order to estimate the solid
rocket motors’ performance by eventually reducing the cost of expensive fire tests. One
crucial performance parameter regarding the combustion chamber behavior within a solid
motor is represented by the combustion chamber pressure profile [1], affected by numerous
phenomena [2–4] (Figure 1a), some of which have been investigated by the authors of the
present paper [5–7]. It consists of three main phases [8]: ignition transient (Figure 1b),
quasi-steady state phase (Figure 1c) and tail-off (Figure 1d). Two of them (ignition transient
and tail-off) are time-dependent transient phases; indeed, they are respectively affected by
the combustion gas filling/emptying of the combustion chamber. Since those two phases
influence the beginning and the end of the combustion, they are very much bounded in
time (each phase occupies 5% of the entire pressure profile at most). On the other hand, a
quasi-steady state phase implies a quasi-steady balance between the mass flow rate coming
from the grain combustion and the mass flow rate exhausted by the nozzle. It involves
85–90% of the entire grain combustion duration [1].
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Figure 1. Combustion chamber pressure profile along time, taken from motor firings experimental 
data: (a) entire combustion period; (b) ignition transient phase; (c) quasi-steady state phase; (d): 
tail-off phase. 

However, it must be highlighted that the pressure curve depicted in Figure 1 may 
display a pressure spike near the burn-out, commonly referred to as the Friedman Curl 
[9,10] (also stressed in Figure 2b). Its occurrence is caused by an increment of 
combustion gas mass flow rate as the burning surface approaches the motor case.  

 
Figure 2. The Friedman Curl effect, taken from motor firings experimental data: (a) small-scale 
rocket motors showing Friedman Curl behavior; (b) Friedman Curl pressure peaks. 

Figure 1. Combustion chamber pressure profile along time, taken from motor firings experimental
data: (a) entire combustion period; (b) ignition transient phase; (c) quasi-steady state phase; (d): tail-
off phase.

However, it must be highlighted that the pressure curve depicted in Figure 1 may
display a pressure spike near the burn-out, commonly referred to as the Friedman
Curl [9,10] (also stressed in Figure 2b). Its occurrence is caused by an increment of
combustion gas mass flow rate as the burning surface approaches the motor case.
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The rise of mass flow rate is essentially due to an increase in the burn rate close to the
wall because of a local heat accumulation. Such heat accumulation, which occurs during
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combustion, is produced by an uneven grain solid particles distribution close to the wall [9].
In fact, the bulk statistical distribution of the particles cannot be maintained at the wall
because the wall acts like an infinite particle during propellant casting. More precisely, the
propellant formulation at the wall shows a higher content of oxidizer particles immediately
away from the boundary, regardless of the casting time [9,10]. In fact, due to the high
shear stresses at the wall, solid particles show a tendency to migrate in a region with lower
stresses, namely at a certain distance from the case [11]. Hence, grain thermal conductivity
reduction occurs across an oxidizer particles-rich zone since the oxidizer-rich region has a
lower thermal conductivity than the grain in its standard composition, as a result of the
oxidizer’s low thermal conductivity. Thus, the heat flux across the propellant is restrained
next to the case by the thermal insulation because of such change of conductivity, causing
the local heat accumulation responsible for the burn rate rise. Scientific literature shows
that the burn rate increment reaches up to 5% of the nominal value. Furthermore, the size of
the Friedman Curl pressure peak is affected by the kind of casting process performed to fill
the motor case [11]. If the motor is firstly loaded with the composite propellant, and then
the desired grain geometry is obtained by pushing a mandrel into the case, the Friedman
Curl pressure peak turns out to be more evident on experimental pressure profiles [11,12].
Conversely, if the propellant shape is achieved with the mandrel already in position, the
pressure spike is negligible. In fact, pushing the mandrel into the case implies an HTPB-rich
flow close to the wall due to the propellant’s ascending motion; the flow composition
in terms of HTPB near the wall is then homogeneous along the entire motor axis. On
the contrary, when the casting is performed with the mandrel already in position, other
factors, such as, for instance, the number and position of casting inlets, cause the propellant
flow to be less homogenous in terms of its composition near the wall than the previously
mentioned condition.

Because of the importance of obtaining accurate simulations [13], as previously men-
tioned, the Friedman Curl pressure peak must be modeled and estimated. Furthermore,
in this work, small-scale solid motors are considered since such phenomenon is even
more evident when they are involved. Such motors are often used to establish the aver-
age burn rate originated from a certain propellant composition [14]; thus, predicting the
Friedman Curl effect can lead to the compensation of its effect on the mean regression
rate. Those motors—whose pressure profiles are shown in Figure 2—usually consist of
an aluminum/steel case and a cylindrical-shaped grain directly attached to the case itself
without any liner or thermal protections between them. Because of that, small scale motors
represent a straightforward case to begin considering, as no other phenomenon (such as
the ablation of thermal protection material, or the thermal conduction through the liner)
is involved.

The following work essentially includes three steps. First, propellant solid particles
non-homogeneity is investigated close to the wall in order to carry out an estimation of the
mixture concentration regarding each component of the grain. Second, the previously men-
tioned concentration is used to determine the density and thermal properties (i.e., thermal
conductivity, specific heat) discrepancy next to the case with respect to the propellant in
its standard composition (sufficiently far from the wall). Subsequently, the effect of such
changes in a propellant standard composition is evaluated with respect to the standard
regression rate. Third, an internal ballistics simulation tool, namely ROBOOST (rocket
boost simulation tool) [15], developed by the authors of the present work, is employed
to compute the influence of the Friedman Curl on solid motors ballistics by estimating
the combustion chamber pressure profiles varying with combustion time. Finally, the
simulated pressure curves and experimental data are compared and discussed.

2. Code Overview

The Friedman Curl pressure peak depends on the combination of different phenom-
ena as explained before, such as solid particles mass concentration next to the case wall
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(Section 2.1), heat accumulation during combustion while the burning surface is approach-
ing the case (Section 2.2) and the combustion chamber internal ballistics (Section 2.3).

2.1. Particle Packing Model

In order to understand the packing structure, and therefore the particle distribution,
of a powder-based material, a sphere packing study must be performed. The model that
was set up for this work considers spherical particles, each of them characterized by their
radius. If the propellant had monodispersed particles, the radius was considered to be the
same for all the spheres; if the propellant had bi-dispersed or poly-dispersed particles, the
spheres were divided into groups (species), each of them characterized by the same radius.
This assumption gives a simplified representation of a real propellant, in which particles
of the different species do not share the same radius, but rather a randomly distributed
radius around the average value, which is considered constant in this work. Despite this
simplified assumption, the results are considered representative of the real packing, as also
reported by other works on the same topic [16–19]. The ratios among the radius values are
considered the main parameter that identifies the packing problem, and, for simulation
purposes, the dimensions of the different particles are normalized with respect to the largest
ones, so that they are always lower than one.

The particle packing of each propellant was obtained considering a number of particles
of each species such that the volumetric proportion among them was maintained. In order
to ensure a good significance of the results for the distribution of each species, a minimum
number of particles for each species was considered in relation to the characteristic dimen-
sion of the simulated domain [20]. A consequence of these assumptions is the possibly very
large number of spheres to be managed if the radius ratio of the different species is high
and the volume fraction of the small particles is relatively high. In this case, indeed, the
minimum number of large spheres enforces a very high number of the small ones. While
a large number of particles provides a better representation of the packing problem, it
also requires a very large computational effort and a lot of time. To reduce this effort, the
maximum total number of spheres considered acceptable for this work was set at 106. All
these considerations were included while dimensioning the simulation domain and the
spheres distribution.

The packing model uses the volume fraction and the radius of the different species
as inputs and, based on the previous considerations on the minimum significant number
of particles per each species and the relative radius ratios, a total number of particles was
chosen. The shape of the domain was designed as a cube whose volume is 1.2 times the
total volume of the particles.

Periodic boundary conditions in the three directions of the cube can be set if the
undisturbed packing has to be determined, while wall-bound conditions will be considered
on one direction if the effect of the walls on the packing structure and local propellant
composition is to be studied.

Once the domain was dimensioned, the initial position of each sphere was randomly
assigned within it. Each i-th particle could then be identified by the following set of
parameters, i.e., radius and position vector (Equation (1)):

[ri, x1i, x2i, x3i] (1)

The choice of the domain volume (1.2 times the total volume of the particles, as
mentioned before) does not usually guarantee that all the particles may be accommodated.
In addition, each sphere was randomly placed in the simulation domain, likely generating
an impossible packing (as some of them overlap). To solve this overlap, a collective
rearrangement algorithm was applied: this process, based on the evaluation of the repulsion
forces generated by the sphere overlap, iteratively moves each particle in the direction of
the applied force until all the intersections are removed [21].
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The repulsion force generated by the overlap of two spheres can be evaluated according
to Hertz theory as (Equation (2)):

→
F ij = kp

√
rij δij

→
n ij (2)

where rij =
ri rj

ri+rj
is the average radius, kp is the material stiffness, δij = ||

→
Xi −

→
X j|| −

(
ri − rj

)
is the overlapping distance and

→
n ij is the normal vector in the direction of the connect-

ing line between the two spheres. Since a sphere can overlap with multiple spheres, the
resulting force on each sphere is the sum of all the forces (Equation (3)):

→
F i = ∑

j
kp
√

rij δij
→
n ij (3)

Once the total force is computed, the sphere motion is evaluated as (Equation (4)):

→
∆Xi = kv

→
F i

r3
i

(4)

Clearly, kv strongly influences the convergence speed and the stability of the algorithm.
After a “tuning” phase, the final value for this parameter is set as (Equation (5)):

kv = min

(
100, 1 +

r3
i

δij max

)
(5)

As already mentioned, the periodic boundary conditions were set to simulate the
packing condition in a region far from the tank walls, while a wall boundary condition
was used to simulate the packing condition close to a wall. If a wall boundary condition
is active, every time a particle crosses the boundary of the domain, an additional force
(Equation (6)) is considered on the particle:

→
Wi = kw

√
ri δi

→
n i (6)

and the motion of the sphere is evaluated as (Equation (7)):

→
∆Xi = kv

→
Wi +

→
F i

r3
i

(7)

Every time the collective rearrangement procedure is activated, the reduction of the
spheres overlapping is checked via the evaluation of the sum of all the overlaps among the
spheres with Equation (8).

δ = ∑
ij

δij (8)

The collective rearrangement procedure was repeated until the value of δ did not
improve anymore. This can happen either because δ reaches a value equal to zero (case
1—no more interactions), or because it reaches an asymptotic positive value (case 2—still
interactions that cannot be improved by simply moving the particles). In case 1, the domain
volume is overestimated with respect to the minimum one capable of containing the total
number of particles; in case 2, the domain volume is underestimated. The following step is
a contraction of the simulation domain in case 1, and an enlargement of the domain in case
2. This procedure is performed by proportionally moving by a factor k f both the positions
of the sphere centers and of the boundaries (k f < 1 in case 1, while k f > 1 in case 2).

Once the new positions were determined, the collective rearrangement procedure was
started again and repeated until the asymptotic condition on δ was reached. This loop was
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repeated a number of times Nmax that can be chosen to be high enough to ensure that the
minimum volume condition was obtained, as shown in Figure 3 below, which describes
the algorithm flowchart.
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Figure 3. Flowchart of the packing algorithm.

Validation of the packing model has been performed obtaining the results of the
algorithm for a monodispersed set of particles within a domain with periodic boundary
conditions applied in all the directions. As is well known from the literature, the expected
particle volume fraction of a random close packing (RCP) algorithm for this type of simula-
tion is equal to 64% [22–24]. Random close packing (RCP) models are extensively used to
study the composition limits of a solid propellant, checking that the amount of the liquid
component is higher than the empty volume available in a theoretical packing of the solid
particles. Within real propellant systems, solid particles will not be as close as the position-
ing determined by RCP. Nonetheless, the amount of liquid component that is additional
with respect to the minimum amount required to fill the gaps among the particles is limited
(to keep the ballistic performance high) and therefore the particle positioning will still be
well represented by an RCP model. Figure 4 shows the particle volume fraction evaluation
that was obtained with the algorithm described in the previous paragraphs, as a function
of the number of spheres involved in the process.

As it can be seen from Figure 4, the algorithm is capable of correctly estimating the
expected volume fraction for an RCP, if the minimum number of spheres involved in the
procedure is higher than 100. Figure 4 shows also a rising value of the volume fraction as
the number of spheres increases. This is due to the fact that the packing procedure tries to
keep the spheres within a cube: periodic conditions become effective only if the number of
spheres is high. Figure 5 reports the standard deviation that has been computed for the
volume fraction obtained by repeating the procedure 10 times for each number of spheres
considered, using different initial random placements of the sphere centers. Once again, it
can be stated that if the number of spheres involved in the procedure is higher than 100,
the packing model can provide significant results.
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Figure 6 shows the final position for a packing of 2000 monodispersed spheres of a
radius equal to 1, applying periodic boundary conditions in all directions and obtaining a
volume fraction of 64%.
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2.2. Grain Heat Propagation

Figure 7 shows the mathematical–physical domain used to describe the heat propaga-
tion in this work. The dark yellow cylinder (with one annulus at each base) in the upper part
of the figure represents the solid rocket motor burning surface which, during combustion,
approaches the metallic case (the gray cylinder). The domain over which the heat propaga-
tion model was defined is shown in the same figure (enclosed in the red square). More in
detail, given the spatial direction r along the motor radius, the grain region is included in
the range [R1, R2 ], where R1 and R2 are, respectively, the minimum and maximum radius
of the motor grain; on the other hand, the case is defined by r ∈ [R2, R2 + tc], where tc is
the metallic case thickness. Once ignited, the burning surface advances toward the case
and along the direction of a quantity s, defined with respect to the reference coordinate R1.
Then, at a generic time instant t, the burning surface position with respect to the origin
O (the reference frame is identified by the coordinates z and r) is rbs(t) (or equivalently
R1 + s(t)). Additionally, during burning surface advancement, a certain amount of grain (of
s(t)) is burned, producing combustion chamber hot gas, which contributes to maintaining
the combustion chamber temperature at a constant level (Tgas).
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Three heat transfer phenomena are considered across the burning surface. Two of
them, namely radiation (

.
qrad, i.e., radiative power) and convection (

.
qconv) involve the

heat flux coming from the combustion gaseous products in the motor chamber; on the
contrary, conduction (

.
qcond, i.e., conductive power) concerns the heat spreading through

the grain/case sample. The heat produced by grain combustion is assumed to spread
across the solid propellant driven by the following form of the heat equation (Equation (9)):

∂T
∂t

=
1

ρcr
∂

∂r

(
kr

∂T
∂r

)
, (9)
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where T is the temperature. Furthermore, ρ, c and k represent the density, specific heat
and thermal conductivity of the material sample (grain or metallic case, as shown in
Figure 7), respectively.

Equation (1) relies on the following assumptions [25]:

• Temperature T varies with respect to time t and direction r, and it is estimated only in
the grain/case domain (i.e., r ∈ [R1, R2 + tc]).

• The density, specific heat and thermal conductivity (ρ, c and k) vary with r (both due to
the presence of grain and case material, and the different propellant composition near
the case from the nominal concentration). In addition, the propellant temperature-
dependent specific heat and thermal conductivity are also considered.

• The solid phase reaction heat per unit time is assumed to be negligible in the equa-
tions [26]. However, such a hypothesis does not imply that the combustion reaction
heat is not considered in the present model; as previously described, the heat ex-
change (convection and radiation) between the combustion chamber hot gas and the
propellant is taken into account. Then, when the solid propellant gasifies, the hot
gas produced by combustion reaches a temperature value that is also linked to the
combustion reaction heat of the grain. Thus, it is sufficient to assume a coherent
hot gas temperature (i.e., chamber equilibrium temperature) in order to include the
temperature-increasing effect of the reaction heat.

• The cylindrical coordinates (z, r, and iθ , i.e., the perpendicular direction to the plane
identified by the coordinates z and r) are chosen instead of cartesian coordinates to
obtain a consistent estimation of the heat spreading through an axisymmetric body
(i.e., the grain circular geometry shown in the upper part of Figure 7). The reference
frame is positioned at the center of the motor (Figure 7), where z is aligned with the
motor axis; r and iθ are chosen on the plane orthogonal to z.

Additionally, Equation (9) requires two boundary conditions (Equations (10) and (11))
and one initial condition (Equation (12)).

.
qconv +

.
qrad =

.
qcond (10)

where: .
qconv = hc

(
Tgas − T(t, r = R1 + s)

)
.
qrad = σεgas

(
T4

gas − T4(t, r = R1 + s)
)

.
qcond = −k(T, r = R1 + s) ∂T

∂r

∣∣∣
r=R1+s

∂T
∂r

∣∣∣∣
r=R2+tc

= 0 (11)

T(t = 0, r) = Tamb (12)

where hc and σ are, respectively, the convective heat transfer coefficient and the Stefan–
Boltzmann constant.

Equation (2), Robin type, ensures the energy balance at the burning surface: convection
(

.
qconv) and radiation (

.
qrad) fluxes produced by combustion chamber hot gas are transferred

through a conduction (
.
qcond) process across the solid grain up to the metallic case. However,

it must be highlighted that Equation (10) is a moving boundary condition: a dynamic heat-
ing process raises the burning surface temperature up to the grain surface temperature (Ta);
then, as previously mentioned, the solid propellant infinitesimal layer is burned, causing
the advancement of the burning surface along direction r. For this reason, the burning
surface temperature and its derivative and thermal conductivity are specified at the spatial
coordinate r = R1 + s (Figure 7), where s increases over time. Moreover, εgas identifies the
combustion chamber gas emissivity. Since aluminum-base grain combustion often leads to
the formation of alumina particles, Equation (13) has been involved. The above-mentioned
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empirical formula indeed represents the correlation of an optically thick cloud of particles
(alumina) of uniform diameter (Dp) immersed in the combustion products [27,28].

εgas = 0.17 + 0.22
Tgas

1000
−
(

0.87− 0.1
Tgas

1000

)
e−0.11Dp

Tgas
1000 (13)

The second boundary condition (Equation (11), Neumann type) is set at the end of the
case (r = R2 + tc, see Figure 7) and specifies the amount of power exchanged between the
case and the external environment. In the present work, a case adiabatic condition applies.
Regarding the initial condition (Equation (12)), the ambient temperature (Tamb) is assumed
to be constant in the entire domain at the initial time instant t = 0 s.

Another important aspect to deal with is the grain combustion phenomenon. Typi-
cally [26], the grain combustion process is modelled through the formation of three different
zones (heterogeneous model, Figure 8), each one linked to a specific thermal condition.
Concerning the three layers, starting from the unburned propellant side, a first solid region
is present where high exothermic reactions induce the grain constituents’ degradation.
Closer to the burning surface is a second layer consisting of a two-phase mixture of melted
liquid propellant and combustion reaction products (sub-surface liquid region, Figure 8).
The third layer is gaseous phase-dominant incorporating the most of the evaporated species
coming from the decomposition of the grain ingredients (gas phase, Figure 8). Such an
approach is named a heterogeneous model, since, as previously outlined, all three matter
phases are included. Despite its great accuracy in terms of combustion physical consistency,
the above-mentioned model implies high computational time efforts due to its complexity,
which is also increased by the need for tracking all the chemical compounds’ concentrations
within the domain [26].
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Hence, to reduce computational effort, combustion was assumed to be an instan-
taneous propellant gasification (Equation (14), Figure 8) once the propellant reaches a
temperature higher than its activation temperature (Ta).

T =

{
T, T < Ta

Tgas, T ≥ Ta
(14)

Immediately after its formation, gaseous combustion products are supposed to in-
stantaneously reach the combustion chamber equilibrium temperature. In such a way,
the liquid and gas phases are neglected, allowing only the solid grain/case temperature
distribution to be computed; no time/spatial gas temperature variations in the combustion
chamber are considered (region within the range r ∈ [0, rbs ] in Figure 7).
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Additionally, the burn rate is estimated as the first order derivative of the burning
surface position (s) with respect to time t (Equation (15)).

rb =
drbs
dt

=
ds
dt

(15)

Equations (1) to (7) define the heat equation model, whose solution flowchart proce-
dure is shown in Figure 9.
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The experimental values of the convective heat transfer coefficient are not avail-
able: therefore, an iterative procedure has been developed with the aim of estimating the
previously mentioned parameter. First, after a proper initialization of the grain’s thermo-
chemical properties (composition, density, specific heat, thermal conductivity, surface
temperature, initial temperature, combustion chamber temperature and alumina particles
diameter), an initial value of the coefficient (hcguess ) is assumed. Secondly, the heat equation
model is solved numerically, obtaining the computation of an average value of the burn
rate, namely rb,re f (Equation (15)). Thirdly, the simulated burn rate (Figure 9), i.e., rb,re f ,
is compared to the experimental mean burn rate rb,exp (obtained from the experimental
data, Figure 9). If their difference is lower than a user-defined tolerance ε, then value
hc adopted at step one is accepted. On the contrary, if rb,re f does not match with rb,exp,
the entire procedure is repeated until there is a convergence. However, in the interest of
validating the physical consistency of the obtained values of hc, they are compared to the
ones obtained through the following empirical formula (Equation (16), [25]):

hc = µ
cp·Nu
Pr·Dh

(16)

where:
Nu = 0.023·Re0.8

d ·Pr0.4

where almost all quantities refer to the combustion chamber’s hot gas: µ, cp, Nu, Pr and
Red are the dynamic viscosity, constant pressure specific heat, Nusselt number, Prandtl
number and Reynolds number, respectively. On the contrary, the hydraulic diameter
Dh is linked to the combustion chamber propellant geometry. Since the flow within the
combustion chamber of solid rocket motors is highly turbulent, Dittus–Boelter’s correlation
(Equation (16)) for a fully developed turbulent flow in a smooth pipe is widely accepted.
The following assumptions are accepted. First, the flow is considered steady since the
convective heat transfer time-dependent effects are negligible [29]. Second, the propellant
surface roughness effect, which increases the heat transfer to the surface, is balanced by the
decomposition-gasification of the unburned propellant surface, which attenuates the heat
transfer process. Third, because grain combustion has been modeled as an instantaneous
propellant gasification, no sharp variation of the fluid properties occurs across the boundary
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layer, which has a negligible thickness. Furthermore, no heat-releasing/heat-absorbing
processes like exothermic/endothermic chemical reactions take place on the grain surface.

In general, the solution of the heat equation model requires discretization in time and
space by dividing the entire domain in a certain number of spatial nodes. Nevertheless,
as previously mentioned, the burning surface (and its moving boundary condition, i.e.,
Equation (10)) recedes in time along direction r during the combustion process, meaning
that at each time instant, one or more spatial nodes of the domain should be dropped since
they are linked to the burned propellant converted into combustion chamber gas. From
a numerical perspective, this implies a time-variant spatial grid, which depends both on
the chosen time/spatial step and the burn rate entity. In fact, if both the time and spatial
step are not chosen small enough to be consistent with the estimated burn rate, severe
instabilities could arise. Such instabilities could even be worsened by the spatial node
dropping process previously described. These issues can be avoided by introducing the
following coordinates transformation [30]:

η = β(r− R1 − s) (17)

where:
β =

1
R2 − R1 − s

In this way, the spatial grid, now expressed in terms of coordinate η, is constant in
time, and both boundaries are fixed at η = 0 (burning surface) and η = 1 (end of the grain,
i.e., r = R2). The previous coordinates transformation is applied to the heat equation model
equations regarding only the propellant part of the domain (r ∈ [R1 + s, R2], Figure 7).
Consequently, Equations (9) and (10) become Equations (18) and (19), respectively:

.
qconv +

.
qrad =

.
qcond (18)

where: .
qconv = hc

(
Tgas − T(t, η = 0)

)
.
qrad = σεgas

(
T4

gas − T4(t, η = 0)
)

.
qcond = −k(T, η = 0)β ∂T

∂ η

∣∣∣
η=0

1
β2

∂T
∂t

=

.
s
β
(1− η)

∂T
∂η

+
1

cρ(η + β(R1 + s))
∂

∂η

(
k(η + β(R1 + s))

∂T
∂η

)
(19)

where:
.
s = rb =

ds
dt

It must be pointed out that the coordinate transformation (Equation (17)) was also
applied to Equation (10), since that boundary condition refers to the propellant part of the
domain as well.

On the contrary, the heat equation model specified for the case part of the domain
(r ∈ [R2, R2 + tc]) including the boundary condition (Equation (11)) imposed at the case-
external environment interface, is still formulated in cylindrical coordinates (Equations (20)
and (21)) since no material depletion occurs in that region.

∂T
∂t

=
1

ρcccr
∂

∂r

(
kcr

∂T
∂r

)
(20)

∂T
∂r

∣∣∣∣
r=R2+tc

= 0 (21)

where ρc, cc and kc are the density, specific heat and thermal conductivity of the case
material, respectively.
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To ensure the continuity and the derivability of the temperature function at the in-
terface between the propellant and the case (r = R2 or η = 1), the following relations are
assumed (Equation (22) is linked to the continuity, Equation (23) to the derivability):

T(t, η = 1) = T(t, r = R2) (22)

− k(T, η = 1)β
∂T
∂η

∣∣∣∣
η=1

= −kc
∂T
∂r

∣∣∣∣
r=R2

(23)

Hereinafter, the heat model refers to Equations from (18) to (23). After the unknown
functions computation (T and rb) in the coordinates θ, η, it is sufficient to apply the inverse
of the transformation established with Equation (17) to obtain them, formulated with the
coordinates r, t.

The numerical technique used to achieve the solution of the heat equation model is
the finite difference method [31]. More in detail, spatial derivatives are discretized with a
three-point stencil (2nd order accuracy) using a centered scheme; time derivatives rely on
the backward Euler scheme (1st order accuracy). The time step selected is dθ = 1·10−3 s;
the spatial step dη choice will be discussed in the Results section.

2.3. Combustion Chamber Internal Ballistics

The internal ballistics evolution within the motor combustion chamber is estimated by
means of ROBOOST (rocket boost simulation tool), an in-house software [15] developed
in a MATLAB environment. It essentially consists of two interconnected main modules: a
grain regression module and a ballistics module. First, the grain regression module is based
on the adoption of a 3D triangular mesh regarding the discretization of the burning surface
aimed at guaranteeing the ability to handle generic geometric shapes, accepting CAD file
formats as inputs. Moreover, the regression of each mesh node is managed independently
from the others, thus making the application of a specific burn rate possible; thus, it
gives the opportunity to insert both defects (like air inclusions [6,15] and/or propellant
debondings [5,32]) and inhomogeneities (like the burn rate variation responsible for the
Friedman Curl pressure peak) into the grain. Secondly, the ballistics module consists of a
1D fluid-dynamics model [32] describing the evolution of the combustion chamber flow.
The equations system is solved by applying a finite difference discretization approach for
both spatial and time-related derivatives. The two above-mentioned modules are mutually
coupled: at the present time instant, the grain regression module evaluates the propellant
mass flow rate burned. Then, together with the thermodynamic parameters carried out
through the ballistics module, a new burn rate value is computed for each mesh node,
implying new nodes spatial positions at a new time instant. If the remaining propellant
volume at the new time instant is below a certain user-defined tolerance with respect to the
remaining propellant volume obtained at the present time instant, then the code moves to
the next iteration; otherwise, the entire procedure is repeated until convergence is achieved.

As previously outlined, the Friedman Curl pressure peaks originate from burn rate
variations, with respect to the nominal one, close to the case wall. In order to include
the phenomenon, the nominal burn rate (expressed by means of the widely used Vieille
law, Equation (24)) is multiplied by a coefficient ϕ. Such a coefficient is meant to act as a
correction of the average burn rate and is defined as the ratio between the local burn rate
(evaluated through the heat equation model) and the average one.

rb = apn
0 ·ϕ (24)

where a, n and p0 are, respectively, the burn rate experimental factor, the burn rate experi-
mental exponent and the combustion chamber’s pressure. Since the length-to-diameter ratio
of the considered small-scale motor is low, the erosive combustion effect has been neglected.
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Finally, the new burn rate (i.e., the one including the above-mentioned ϕ correction) is
coupled with the combustion chamber fluid-dynamics using Equation (25)

dV0

dt
= Abrb (25)

where V0 and Ab are the combustion chamber volume and the area of the burning sur-
face, respectively.

3. Results

The analysis outlined in Section 2 was performed on BARIA small-scale rocket motors
(Figure 10) used for the composite propellant characterization. In this study, the small-scale
motors considered were filled with a composite propellant identified by the composition
HTPB-1814 [33], where the aluminum powder (fuel), ammonium perchlorate (oxidizer)
and HTPB (Hydroxyl-Terminated-PolyButadiene, plastic binder) mass percentages were,
respectively, 18%, 68% and 14%. Such a grain composition has been used to investigate
Ariane 5 booster behavior in subscale testing [33].
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As previously mentioned, first each motor was filled with propellant; then, the circle-
shaped grain geometry was obtained by means of a mandrel, which was pushed inside the
motor at a constant velocity. At the interface between the case and the rising propellant
flow, the high shear stresses induce most solid particles to migrate to a zone (corresponding
to a low-stress region of the flow domain) at a certain distance from the wall, thus causing
the rise of the Friedman Curl effect during combustion, as previously outlined. The solid
particles migration phenomenon corresponds to a viscosity variation within the flow:
lower viscosity occurs in the high-stress regions, and vice versa, higher viscosity appears
in low-stress regions. This behavior corresponds, from a macroscopic perspective, to a
non-Newtonian flow: a liquid composite propellant, indeed, can be regarded as very close
to a shear-thinning fluid [34].

Several sets of BARIA were casted to determine the properties (consisting of Vielle
law parameters a and n) of each batch of propellant. In the present work, three sets of
BARIA were considered (condition 1, condition 2 and condition 3 set, Figure 11), each one
corresponding to the same propellant composition [11]. Each motor had the same dimen-
sions (Figure 10) and weight except for the nozzle throat diameter. This parameter was
different in each BARIA set in order to obtain different combustion chamber pressure/burn
rate levels.
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In Figure 11, each quantity, i.e., experimental burn rate (rb,exp) and combustion cham-
ber pressure (p0) are respectively nondimensionalized with the corresponding maximum
values of the burn rate, pressure and time regarding the three BARIA sets.

3.1. Estimation of the Propellant Ingredients’ Concentration Close to the Wall

The packing model that was developed and presented in the previous sections was
used to estimate the wall effect on the mass fraction of the different components of the
propellant in the vicinity of the wall. To do this, the propellant was considered to be
composed of a solid phase (powders of AP and Al) and a liquid one (HTPB).

The solid phase was included within the packing procedure, while the liquid phase
was considered capable to completely fill the gaps available between the solid gaps. The
particle sizes for AP and Al were such that the relative ratio among them was, on average,
equal to 10, and for this reason, the packing model was initiated with a bi-dispersed particle
distribution, with the larger spheres representing the AP particles and the smaller ones
representing the Al particles. The simulation was run considering the wall boundary
conditions on X direction and the periodic boundary conditions on the remaining directions
(Y and Z). The number of particles considered was set at 150 for the larger ones and
16,667 for the smaller ones, in compliance with the observation on the minimum number of
particles to be considered to obtain significant results from the simulations. The packing
solution that was found for this simulation is reported in Figure 12.

From this packed distribution, the following step was completed to obtain the volume
fraction occupied by each species of particles and the volume fraction that remained free
for the liquid phase of the propellant during the manufacturing process. This was achieved
considering the section of the particles on the planes that were orthogonal with respect to
the x direction and computing the percentage of area in the section that was occupied by
each species. As stated before, within real propellant systems, solid particles will not be as
close as the positioning determined by RCP. The gaps between particles will be randomly
distributed and not uniformly equal to zero. The effect of this random distribution is a
smoothing of the sharp waveform representing the mass fraction of the different component.
To take into account this effect, filtering was applied to the raw output of the RCP model.
The result obtained is reported in Figure 13, both in terms of the raw evaluation (ref line)
and its filtered version (black line). Filtering was applied as a moving average of the signal
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in order to smooth the peaks due to the sorted order that was established in the vicinity of
the wall.
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As can be noted, there was an increased presence of large spheres (which represent
the AP particles) close to the wall, mainly due to the sorted order that occurred due to
the presence of the boundary. This also caused a reduction of the mass fraction of the
Al particles.
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The outcome of this process is the percentual mass fraction of ammonium perchlorate
(NH4Cl04), aluminum powder (Al) and a plastic binder (HTPB) with a focus close to
the wall.

3.2. Heat Equation Model Solution

Before introducing the results of the simulations, some information regarding the
propellant’s thermal properties and the combustion chamber’s environment is required.

As already discussed, the propellant considered in this study is HTPB-1814. The densi-
ties of each grain component, i.e., NH4Cl04, Al and HTPB, are, respectively, 2700 kg

m3 ,

1950 kg
m3 and 920 kg

m3 . With respect to their mass fractions, a standard concentration
(NH4Cl04 : 68%, Al : 18%, HTPB : 14%) is observed in most of the propellant domain
(from normalized r = 0.625 to nearly normalized r = 0.983, Figure 13), except for the plastic
binder, whose concentration is maintained equal to the nominal one. Moreover, the thermal
conductivity (k) and specific heat (c) of ammonium perchlorate and Hydroxyl-Terminated-
PolyButadiene were chosen as functions of the grain temperature T [35], as illustrated in
Figure 14.
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For the aluminum powder, a thermal conductivity of about 47 W
m·K was used [36]; the

aluminum powder, indeed, consisted of agglomerates (with a mean size of about 10 µm)
of spherical particles with an average diameter of 0.1− 0.3 µm. The formation of an alu-
minum oxide layer on the particles’ surface implies a reduction in thermal conductivity,
which results in a lower value than the one corresponding to regular aluminum (237 W

m·K ).
Furthermore, aluminum-specific heat of about 900 J

kg·K was assumed. However, since the
overall grain properties are required by the heat equation model, the propellant thermal
conductivity and specific heat were carried out by means of a weighted average [37,38] of
conductivity and specific heat corresponding to each component (as already mentioned,
the temperature dependance characterizes both NH4Cl04 and Al), where the weight coeffi-
cients refer to the grain ingredients’ mass fractions along direction r (Figure 13). The final
outcome is two maps related to grain thermal conductivity and specific heat, both treated
as functions of temperature T and spatial position r. Since conductivity is a measure of
the power spread within the material, the difference between the nominal grain conductiv-
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ity and the conductivity close to the wall, where the solid particles’ mass fraction varies
(Figure 13), is the main reason for the heat accumulation rise next to the wall. The above-
mentioned weighted average was performed for the grain density, which depends only
on the spatial coordinate r. Other initialization parameters are initial grain temperature
Tamb = 293.15 K and propellant surface temperature Ta = 650 K [21].

On the other hand, concerning the combustion chamber environment, the hot gas
temperature was about Tgas = 3300 K [1] and the alumina particles’ diameter (Equation (13))
was Dp = 3 µm [28,39].

Three simulations were performed, each one for one of the three burn rate conditions
(Figure 11a). The entire procedure leading to the heat equation model solution consisted of
three main steps. First, a pressure/burn rate level for the BARIA set was chosen (Figure 11a),
for instance BARIA set at condition 1. Then, the average experimental burn rate (rb,exp) was
computed by averaging the experimental recession rates linked to that pressure condition
(light blue dots in Figure 11a). This value was compared to the average simulated burn rate
(rb,re f ) in order to obtain the corresponding value of the heat transfer coefficient, using the
iterative algorithm described in Section 2.2 (Figure 10). Second, the heat equation model
(Equation (18) to Equation (23)) was solved considering all the above-mentioned input data,
up to the burn-out time (tb) when all the grain was completely depleted. Third, since the
heat equation model unknowns, i.e., temperature T and burn rate rb, are expressed in the
coordinates θ and η, Equation (17) was applied to refer them to coordinates t and r.

Figure 15 shows the heat equation model solution for the BARIA set at condition 1.
More in detail, Figure 14a,b represents the burn rate profile along r direction. It must be
noticed that in most of the domain, up to normalized r = 0.975 (Figure 11a), rb is constant
due to the absence of the grain components’ concentration variation (Figure 13) with
respect to the nominal one. It is indeed equal to the average value rb,re f (black dotted line
in Figure 15a,b), which represents the burn rate value in a standard combustion. However,
close to the case (Figure 15b), because of heat accumulation caused by a different propellant
composition, the burn rate starts to rise with a peak nearly at normalized r = 0.988,
where heat accumulation reaches its maximum amount. Then, the burn rate experiences
a sudden fall (Figure 15a, close to normalized r = 0.994) since most of the heat produced
by combustion was drained away by the metallic case, which, with a higher thermal
conductivity than the propellant one, behaves as a heat sink.
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Figure 15. Example of the heat equation model solution with reference to the BARIA set of condition
1: (a) burn rate vs. normalized radius for condition 1; (b) zoom of the burn rate in the tail-off region;
(c) grain temperature map varying with nondimensional time and nondimensional radius; (d) zoom
of the grain temperature map in the tail-off region.

Figure 15c,d display the grain temperature map varying with time t (nondimension-
alized with burn-out time tb) and in space (r). A maximum temperature equal to the
surface temperature (Ta = 650 K) was reached because, beyond that threshold, the grain is
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depleted and becomes combustion chamber hot gas at a high temperature (Tgas = 3300 K)
(white region in the graphs of Figure 15c,d). It must be highlighted that the slope of the
interface line between the colored region and the white one is linked to the burn rate, since,
as already mentioned, it was computed as the time derivative of the spatial coordinate
(Equation (15)). This implies a relation of inverse proportionality between the tangent of
the angle, established by the interface line and r axis, and the burn rate. When the burn
rate is constant (Figure 15a), the angle remains the same (Figure 15c, up to normalized
r = 0.975) in coherence with burn rate behavior; on the contrary, when the angle slightly
decreases (Figure 15d), the burn rate reaches its peak (Figure 15b). In the end, the angle
quickly grows, causing a rapid descent of the burn rate (Figure 15b).

The rb profile was determined through the previously described procedure for all
the three burn rate conditions (Figure 16b,c). All the initialization parameters were the
same except for the convective heat transfer coefficient, which differs according to the
pressure level. Although such values are not time-dependent, since they are computed
matching each value of the mean burn rate of the three BARIA conditions, they adequately
reproduce the heat transfer between the combustion chamber and the grain surface. It
must be emphasized that a high convective heat transfer coefficient also corresponds
to a high burning rate (Figure 16a), since a large amount of heat is transferred from
the combustion chamber hot gas to the burning surface. In fact, for the same motor
geometry, a large combustion chamber pressure causes a high velocity of the gas flow,
implying an increase of the Reynolds number. Thus, according to Equation (16), the
maximum convective heat transfer coefficient is linked to condition 1 (Figure 16a), i.e., the
condition of maximum pressure and flow velocity. On the opposite hand, the minimum
pressure condition identifies the lowest heat transfer coefficient value. This tendency is also
present in the percentual burn rate increment with respect to the nominal one (Figure 16c):
concerning the maximum burn rate condition (BARIA set at condition 1), the percentual
increment of about 4% is the highest, since the large amount of hot gas power spreading
through the propellant implies the maximum amount of heat accumulation next to the
wall. The opposite happens for the lowest burning rate condition, since the amount of heat
accumulation is lower compared to the one of condition 1.
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Figure 16. Convective heat transfer coefficients and burn rate increments for different conditions:
(a) averaged values of nondimensional convective heat coefficient vs. nondimensional reference burn
rate; (b) percentage variation of local burn rate with respect to the reference one vs. normalized
radius for different conditions; (c) zoom of the percentage variation of local burn rate with respect to
the reference one for different conditions in the tail-off region.

3.3. BARIA Combustion Chamber Pressure Results

After performing internal ballistics simulations for all the three pressure/burn rate
conditions of the three BARIA set with ROBOOST software described in Section 2.3, a
comparison between the simulation (colored curves, Figure 17) and the experimental data
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(light gray curves, Figure 17) was carried out. In Figure 17, the time and combustion cham-
ber pressure p0 have been nondimensionalized with the burn-out time and the maximum
pressure taken from the experimental data, respectively.
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Figure 17. Comparison between simulated and experimental combustion chamber pressure pro-
files: (a) nondimensional chamber pressure as a function of nondimensional time; (b) zoom of the
nondimensional chamber pressure in the tail-off region.

A satisfactory overlapping can be noticed between the experimental Friedman Curl
pressure peaks and the simulated ones for all the burn rate conditions (Figure 17b). This
seems to suggest that, apart from the grain properties used as input data, the Friedman
Curl pressure peak depends on the burn rate condition only. Additionally, the different
peaks and shapes of the three burn rate increments near the wall (Figure 16c) adequately
explain the different behavior of the pressure curves in Figure 17b: the highest burn rate
increment (blue curve, Figure 16c) corresponds to a sharp Friedman Curl peak (blue curve,
Figure 17b) in the pressure occurring for the condition 1 BARIA set; on the contrary, the
lowest burn rate increment (yellow curve, Figure 16c) produces a smooth pressure peak
(yellow curve, Figure 17b) for the condition 3 BARIA set.

3.4. Spatial Grid Convergence

The spatial grid analysis was computed to evaluate the numerical error of the heat
equation model. As previously mentioned, such a model is solved along the space direction
in the variable η, where the domain range consists of η ∈ [0, 1]. Figure 18 shows the
behavior (blue curve) of the percentual relative error between the experimental average
burn rate (rb,exp) and the simulated one (rb,re f ), and the time needed for the simulation,
both varying with the number of grid points (Nη) chosen to discretize the range [0, 1]. Six
tests were performed at Nη = 250, 500, 750, 1000, 1250, 1500. An error of 3.5·10−2 %
corresponding to Nη = 1000 (dη = 0.001) was considered acceptable as a trade-off between
solution accuracy and computation time.

All the simulations previously discussed were carried out with ROBOOST software
installed on a computer with the following features: 16 Gb RAM, 7th generation Intel Core
i7, 3.10 GHz CPU and NVIDIA Quadro M1200 graphic card. Each simulation lasted 3 h.
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4. Conclusions

A mathematical–physical approach to predict the Friedman Curl pressure peak in the
tail-off phase of small-scale solid rocket motors was presented, with the aim of offering
a deeper insight into such phenomenon. The overall algorithm is based on the coupling
among different influencing factors, such as the grain components’ concentration, the
combustion chamber fluid-dynamics and the heat equation model, used to estimate the
burn rate percentual variation induced by local heat accumulation. The final solution
consists of time-varying combustion chamber pressure profiles, which have been obtained
for three burn rate conditions of the BARIA small-scale motors, in order to prove the
predictive capability of the model itself. The satisfactory overlap between the experimental
and the simulated pressure data suggests that, although the model considered is one-
dimensional in space, the procedure is very effective.
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